
Prime minister Pedro Passos Coelho addresses the

nation Sunday on Portugal's faltering bailout.

Leaked eurogroup paper: trouble ahead for Portugal?

Although Cyprus has pushed its way back into the

news, the main event at Friday’s meeting of eurozone

finance ministers in Dublin is expected to be a decision

on whether to give Ireland and Portugal more time to

pay off their EU bailout loans.

We at Brussels Blog got our hands on the 12-page

options paper prepared for the ministers by the

so-called “troika” of international lenders – European

Commission, European Central Bank and International

Monetary Fund – and staff of the eurozone’s €440bn

bailout fund, and have posted it here. The document contains five different options: extend the

payment schedule a few months; by 2.5 years; 5 years; 10 years or more; or a compromise of 7

years.

As we reported earlier in the week, the debate is now centred on the document’s recommended

option, the 7-year extension plan, though there are still reservations in Berlin about moving

forward.

Beyond the options themselves, however, the document contains a very revealing analysis on

the state of Portugal’s €78bn bailout, which has recently suffered some setbacks. As one official

who will participate in Friday’s meeting put it, the topic of Portugal will be “more exciting than

would have been a week ago”.

Although the document doesn’t address it directly, it makes clear that Portugal will have a very

hard time avoiding a second bailout, since its financing needs in 2014 and 2015 – its first years

after bailout funding runs out in July 2014 – will be substantially higher than they were during

the pre-crisis period.

The document notes that before the crisis, Portugal normally raised about €10bn-€12bn on the

bond market every year, but as this chart from the most recent quarterly bailout report shows,

in 2014 they will need to raise €14.1bn in market financing. The new document says that

estimates for 2015 are even higher, at €15bn, and those elevated levels will last through 2020.

Portugal has the challenge of needing to finance more than pre-crisis albeit with

a sub-investment grade rating. While many countries are able to regularly issue
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amounts well above these benchmarks at sustainable yields, there is

substantial funding risk for Portugal given that it is still subject to

substantial vulnerabilities at the end of the programme….[T]he task of issuing

medium and long-term debt above what is already held by market participants

might be very demanding without an improvement in Portugal’s sub-investment

grade rating and the build-up of a stable investor base.

As this chart from the IMF’s most recent report on the Portuguese bailout shows, repaying EU

and IMF bailout loans is a significant burden in 2016, so shifting some of those repayments to

the future will help a bit. But charts accompanying the new document show that even with the

7-year extension, it won’t have much effect on 2014 and 2015 and borrowing needs will still be

above the €12bn threshold in 2016 and 2017. That’s a tough hurdle to get over.

The document also makes a big deal about the fact that, unlike Ireland, Portugal has yet to

re-establish a proven track record with the financial markets. While Lisbon has a few more

months to work with than Dublin — which loses its bailout funding this November — it’s got

bigger hurdles to clear. The paper notes that Lisbon was able to swap some bonds that come

due this year for longer-term paper last October and held an actual auction in January. But its

verdict on these efforts is less than ringing: “At this stage Portugal’s market access can only be

considered as limited and opportunistic.”

Among the most telling issues is the investor class that participated in the two recent bond

offerings, the document notes. What a country wants to attract in such auctions is “real money”

from stable, long-term investors — the pension funds and institutional investors who won’t dip

in and out of the market and make borrowing costs volatile. Thus far, the document says, those

investors haven’t shown up.

[T]here was particularly large foreign participation in the recent bond auction

(close to 93 percent), especially from the US. But an unusually large proportion

of the issue was bought by speculative investors such as hedge funds (25

percent) or asset managers, with extremely low participation of

traditionally more stable institutional investors, central banks, and

other official institutions (only 4 percent for insurance and pension funds). By

contrast, ‘real money’ investors such as private sector institutional investors

(European pension and insurance funds) and foreign official sector investors,

foreign reserves managers, and sovereign wealth funds are still largely absent.

Unlike Ireland, where two of the three major credit rating agencies have its bonds at

investment grade, Portugal is still sub-investment grade, which prevents many of the

gold-plated institutional investors from putting their cash in. Barring an unforeseen upgrade by

the agencies, that’s unlikely to change.
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